Abstract-Several voice over internet protocol (VoIP) providers migrate to their services to session initiation protocol (SIP). SIP is a lightweight signaling protocol used to implement in wiled VoIP services. However, with the global spread of this service, we can see how VoIP is affected by the stealing of SIP trunk services. Thus, the VoIP Trade Company will exhaust it effort and income. Our survey shows how much SIP security is enforced when somebody cracks the SIP server, and looks for any VoIP process trunk IP to use the server as a legitimate user, or to try to harm the trunk by injecting it with a forged source code that will lead to a road map for the hacker. The latter will make it deny the server, or inject it with the SQL script effect to come with DDos attacks. Our study shows the interest of researchers and students on VoIP security. It also provides a road map between the hypotheses and implementation, particularly on how SIP is affected by the variety of attacks from the outside world and from inside the local network.
INTRODUCTION
Session initiation protocol (SIP) Session initiation protocol (SIP) is classified as one of the most important voices over internet protocol (VoIP) signaling protocols [1] . SIP shows the calls where to send the signals for their requests. From the mid-90s, ITEF engineering realized that the SIP is one of the important signaling protocols that can overcome the voice signaling servers.
SIP became more vital when internet telephony was developed, particularly because of the low cost of international calls. Furthermore, SIP was useful for mobility and multimedia. Recently, over 70% of all variety of sold PBXs used IP bases on SIP. When VoIP PBX enterprise was developed, the use of SIP trunk resulted in better cost and benefit ration on a large scale [2] . The survey presents a study of SIP trunking security issues, and particularly focuses on the SIP security development, which still has some security weakness. From the data that gathered, we concluded that hardware security tools are not enough to get the rest of the form of the attacker. A high deployment for open source must be conducted to build not only the VoIP application, but also to develop the most important diversity of encryption.
II. SIP PROCESS
SIP was developed based on RFC 3216 [3] . The network element can also be reliable from the end point of SIP servers. RFC 3261 shows an example for SIP peer-to-peer for network elements. Further, SIP is based on SIP text messaging, which has a similar appearance as HTTP The SIP has a user agent (UA) and a user agent server (UAS).
A user agent is not the end of unified communication, such as softphone and X-lite [4] , or the hardware user agent. We have two different kinds of SIP message transactions, namely, request and respond. Request is described in RFC 3261 as below Register, which is used by UA to receive calls. INVITE is used for establishing the media sessions between clients and servers. ACK is used for confirming the exchange of messages. CANCEL is used to terminate the pending session. BYE is used when there is a live session, and it has to terminate this session within this request. For the response, the following is used. Provisional (1xx) is a request to receive the beginning process. Success (2xx) is used when the request is already received. Redirection (3xx) is used for more action to be done depending on the sender and receiver. Client Error (4xx) is used as a bad syntax when configured on the server. Server Error (5xx) referred to when the server is disconnected and not reachable for SIP request. Global Failure (6xx) is the request that cannot be entertained at any time by the server. In Fig1. It shows the SIP process. In addition, SIP depends on real-time transport protocol (RTP) [5] for voice transaction between clients Trunk process SIP trunks generally have a transmission media that carry out all types of communication between homes and offices. Basically, it carries thousands of VoIP connection by multiplexing the packet though the optical fibers or satellite connections.
SIP trunk servers are the bases for bridging unified communication infrastructures based on IP PBX and different VoIP systems. These services provide the signal number office that all users can dial to make PSTN calls or mobile calls.
From another point of view, the cost can be free by joining SIP servers among different overseas locations with the IP trunk. An example is a video conference. In comparison with the legacy of the PBX, we can emphasize that it will be enough to reduce the cost. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) can replace the two main RFCs, which are RFC5947 and RFC 4904, where one is informal and the other is the proposed standard. The RFC4904 of the proposal is described as the trunk group parameters for SIP and telephony uniform resource identifiers (URI). When the trunk is provided, it can better configure the sip server to force by using Digest Authentication. For the SIP server, the registration side, and request to invite must be available upon registration. The Trunk process can see in 
A. Session border controller (SBC)
Is an essential tool for SIP trunk applications. In addition, it can provide high-security cover against many threats and attacks on both sides of the VoIP servers and their provider. The SIP Business-Trunking reference architecture is a five level hierarchical architecture divided into two domains. [7] .
In fact, SBC has several benefit, for example, Billing, network topology hidings, quality of service (Qos) enforcement, NAT, H.323 and SIP interworking. Asterisk [9] is an open source for VoIP application issued by Digium. Asterisk acts as a register server with a state-full server support. That produces a free source code. Hence, this feature allows the client to modify and build his own dial plan policy. In fact, this server can save money and use open standards.
Furthermore, Asterisk hugely favors the VoIP application. Asterisk is used as specific configuration file for trunk. For instance, Zap Trunk, which provided the connection between old TDM systems [10] , uses the analog lines (FXO) or Digitally interfaces (E1/T1) or IAX2-trunk specifically made for the Asterisk trunk. Within this trunk, each asterisk can talk to each other. The SIP trunk is a configuration file that can provide servers for Asterisk and other VoIPs.
For instance, OpenSIPS negotiate the sessions between the servers and use the Voice mail servers that come from VoIP servers back to the Asterisk. Finally, Asterisks can be more feasible for the software developer. Thus, the developer can make it his own custom trunk. [11] .
When some VoIP servers do not support SIP, we need to make a custom trunk for other signaling protocols that are mainly used for video conferences, such as ISDN and H323. One of the major trunk attacks comes from misconfiguration. Misconfiguration means that the server configuration is still in default, and there has been no modification in the security policy of the Asterisk server. When clients install Asterisks, they can at the same time place the anti-attack filtering system and intrusion system.
Asterisks use a spastic configuration file for trunk, for example, Zap Trunk, which proved the straight connection between old TDM system that uses the analog lines (FXO) or digitally interfaces (E1/T1) or IAX2-Trunk, which is specific for asterisk trunk that each asterisk can talk to each other within this trunk.
SIP trunk-this configuration file can provide servers between Asterisk and Other VoIP servers, for example, OpenSIPS, to negations the session between then and use the Voice mail servers who come from VoIP servers to asterisk. Finally, Asterisks can be more feasible for the Developer software and make it his own custom Trunk, Asterisk as we know an open software, when some VoIP servers don't support SIP, we need to make a custom trunk for other signaling protocols such as ISDN and H323, which use mostly for Video conferences. In table 1. We can notice a trunk example from Penang -Kuala Lumpur Asterisk simple trunk configuration in sip.conf file (standers configuration without authentication). 
III. SIP TRUNK THREAT
This threat refers to the brute force attack considered as a main VoIP attack to crack the SIP servers. One of the methods to get through VoIP system, the attacker may crack the SSH access through the brute force attack and be granted..
The privilege of becoming a legitimate user to exchange the SIP server resources. Thus, it may affect the SIP trunk provider. A good study that uses the encryption to protect VoIP servers against brute force attack is presented in. [12] . Another study shows the detection system against SIPflooding attack that is caused by the brute force attack [13] - [14] . SIP security is enhanced against this attack through some modification of public key infrastructure [15] .
A toll fraud through stealing the voice mail service was studied as well as the kinds of Dos attack. However, when the caller cannot get the recipient, the calls will be entered in a trunk-to-trunk shift. Then, call forwarding will start. Another example of the threat for SIP server hosting trunk servers is denial of services. [16] and Distributed denial of service attacks (DDos) [17] .
For the DDos, "zombies" send a massive invitation traffic number through the UDP, thus downing the server. Apart from that activity, these attacks can send spam messages for the VoIP trunk provider. Another type of VoIP trunk attack is the physical trunk attack [18] . Physical attack can modify some portions of the SIP trunk servers who make the system more confusing for out bound calls. Meanwhile, Asterisks also suffer from brute force password guessing attacks.
Nevertheless, in the IAX2 configuration file, an option mentions on brute force attack enables "delay rejected." This process means that if the clines and the server were under authentication levels, there would be a delay in the authentication time. Thus, the session will be rejected. However, most asterisk users forget about these open ports. Therefore, it may become a source code and be relied on by the attacker. Subsequently, the standard configuration will not work properly. In this case, we can also refer to these kinds of attacks as remount data tunneling. Furthermore, students study in more detail the Asterisks server support, their protocols, and their security [19] .
IV. TRUNKS THROUGH SIP SERVER FIREWALL
A firewall guards against the different variety of attacks, especially those intrusions from outside networks to the private network. This firewall can be implemented on VoIP servers. The trunk can take over the back-to-back user agent server (B2bAs). It may be considered as a middle box acting as firewalls, especially when the two VoIP servers are overseas. One of the useful studies mentioned on the dynamic scale is for calls, especially when both servers use trunk servers to locate the middle box [20] .
Firewalls, through the VoIP, can cause some delays. For instance, firewalls may be the main obstacles for the misunderstanding from the VoIP provider to the VoIP recipient. A study showed that the firewall encompassed private networks for the public access [21] .
The study proved a special and secure tunnel for the firewall, which enabled the filter to address the parameter. This mechanism builds on a third party server acting as a gateway. Recently, several RFCs recommended a secure gateway box for the actual SIP proxy [22] . Some of them are based on software. Others are connected to the physical hardware layer, which comes from the session border controller. While a high section of service for VoIP firewalls with its trunk supported is complicated, a hardware solution named "Ingate" are embedded in firewalls [23] . For OpenSIPS, a trunk configuration policy is nearly the same, but the way of the security is different. our believe OpenSIPS has more chances to raise the security level. Open SIPS can act as a different variety of VoIP servers. Therefore, no Asterisk can register the server or PSTN gateway server. Hence, an encryption and authentication type can be applied in a feasible way. For instance, the RSA is used to implement the current session between servers and their clients, which can disable the attacker to be involved as the man in the middle attack who can listen to the conversation or to search the most valuable trunk that supports overseas calls.
Another studied cross infrastructure vulnerabilities that bridged VoIP and PSTN networks [24] . A general outline with a high-level of architecture was potentially found for firewalls, including functionality and signaling trust management, encryption, authentication, and intrusion detection.
V. TRUNK ENCRYPTION
Analysis is the VPN for VoIP services. However, encryption can be applied for authentication and encrypted to the server. IPSec is a good method to use between a server and its clients. Thus, it is considered a mutual method to raise the security trunk with a signal encryption packet through the IPSec. The IPSec is based on a cryptographic method to prevent eavesdropping and MiMT. Furthermore, there is a key negotiation between SSL and IPSec per session.
Hence, an encryption and authentication type can be applied in a feasible way. For instance, the RSA stands for Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman [25] is used to implement the current session between servers and their clients, which can disable the attacker to be involved as the man in the middle attack who can listen to the conversation or to Most SIP servers build in optional authentication procedures. However, it depends what the client's Policy to enable or disable the security measure. One of the method's SIP can operate over different transport protocols, which are simultaneously certain and unreliable. Since a transport layer, security (TLS) is a trustworthy transport protocol [26] .
In a commercial gateway sector. Configuration encryption to configure the Digest Authentication ability using DiffieHelman key [27] , for example, Cisco gateway [28] As a result, a cryptographic algorithm can be applied, and authentication protocol also can be implemented to power up the security to the top priority of clean and secure uses..
VI. SUMMARY
Based on the results, the main problem is the security of VoIP and trusting all SIP trunks. The answer is in the affirmative because the big VoIP trade companies must ensure the quality of servers, they provide to their clients. Therefore, we believe that most trunk servers have effects that are like the flu virus because the server behavior is controlled by a hacker or a remote control access to the SIP server, which causes faulty information. This observation is reflected in two ways. First, there is an excuse to limit costs to a few thousand dollars. Second, the provider and recipient will suffer from the attack that harms both the server and clients.
We noticed this trend from the VoIP servers. The VoIP hacker went further away from the standard hacking tools. They used these tools on other servers and fired up what they could find along the way. Thus, soon we hope to reveal more solutions that are not costly such as SBC, and indicate such a solution with the VoIP server as one platform.
